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grateful for the opportunity.Dated Read MoreTareek Al Hassan Tareek Al Hassan, is a
former Iraqi football player who played for the Iraq national football team. He

represented Iraq in the 1956 Summer Olympics. International goals References
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midfieldersAn article in The New Yorker magazine this week argued that California's

housing crisis was not caused by a shortage of land, but by "The Hand of Immigration
Restriction" working to keep out certain groups: Advertisement: In fact, the entire

house-building industry is dominated by Latino builders who have come to California
in the aftermath of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 and the maintenance
of "the wall" between the U.S. and Mexico. The undemocratic restrictions of this act

have made it increasingly difficult for brown-skinned newcomers to enter this country,
and that is what has driven the growth of California housing—into the hands of

immigrants who have risen in the economic ranks as a direct consequence of the
exclusionary provisions of the immigration law. In other words, it's not that

Californians are unwilling to build houses, it's that they're not building houses for
brown people. So, a law restricting immigration is to blame for California's housing

crisis, right? We decided to look into this. The New Yorker claims that "the effects of
immigration restrictions on the state's housing situation are severe." This doesn't

mean that immigrants are preventing California builders from building housing, but
that immigrants prevent California builders from building houses for them. The closest

thing to an actual empirical claim in the article is the following statement:
Advertisement: As a result, the nation's leading financial institution (Citigroup), which
must have a big reservoir of low-cost labor to satisfy its need for processing complex
financial transactions, has turned to the state to do its dirty work. While the article

says that "a business-friendly senator
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